Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
20. Removal, Clearing, and Healing of
All Old Negative Experiences
Beloved Moses, the Heavenly Host, and “Marrianna”
I call on Moses and the Heavenly Host to come sit with me this
morning and share your Wonderful Wisdom with me, so I can Download it
into my Crystal Bed in the Back of my Head and Download it through my
Body and anchor it into the Iron Core Crystal Grid.
“Blessings to you my Child. We are here to share with you again this
day. We ask you to breathe with us your Seven breaths of the Creator
Light this day.”
I take my Beautiful Healing Breaths and I know it will provide a
means for me to Blend and Merge with the Oneness of not only Moses
and the Heavenly Host, but also ‘IS’, the Creator of All That Is.
I Feel the Light fill all the parts in me that Hurt and my Energy is
rising and I See I am Breathing deeper and I am much more relaxed. The
word “Reversal” keeps crossing my mind and I know we will be working
on Reversing Old Memories that are wedged deeper in my unconscious
today. These Old Deep Hurts and Misconceptions I have long ago stuffed
when they were just too painful to handle. I don’t even remember what,
why or how they came about but I Know it does not matter.
I Hear music way off in the distance. It started out soft and slow and
keeps getting louder with Sharp Toning overlay. I know the Sharp tones
are like Moses used to break and clear Old Hurts and Woundedness,
including all the confusion, pain and suffering that goes with the Trauma
and Drama of the past.
I See very quick glimpses of dreadful experiences, only fast enough
to clear them and bring them to the surface so they can be Cleared and
Healed. This is so that I don’t get caught in the old pain and suffering.
I am being shown Burning to Death, as an example from distant
past, showing what will happen to anyone who doesn’t believe in Many

Gods. I am Shown a death of being eaten alive by animals as
entertainment for others, to show what will happen to them if they do
not follow the rules.
My children are raped and burned to death while I am made to watch. I
am raped in a cage for all to watch. I am stoned. I am a plaything for
what looks like half-man and half-animal, a vicious animal. I can See and
Feel the Fear, Blame, Shame, Disrespect, Rage, Judgment, Revenge,
Horror, Disbelief, Confusion, Pain and Suffering come to the surface to be
shattered from my memory. All of these experiences of Long, Long ago.
Many more continue to be released and I can Feel Now how many of
those Old Traumas were affecting how I felt, even though I had stuffed
them so deeply I did not remember any of them. I also had flashes of
War, Fighting, Imprisonment, the Burning of my house and family, etc.
I can Hear the Toning and music way off in the distance. I know the
releasing is over and I am asked “To make a Deep, Loud sound that makes
my Body Vibrate and Shake, Rattle and Roll, to loosen all the old
memories that have been shattered. And then I take another Deep, Deep
Breath and Blow it out to Remove the Memories from my Body, Mind and
Consciousness.”
Upon completion I Feel my Body, Mind and Emotional Body fill with
the Adamantine Particles of the Divine Light which fill all the spaces
where the Pain and Suffering had been stuffed. I can See and Feel my
Body Overflowing with Divine Love and Light!
I am So Thankful as I become more aware of what All Humanity and
myself have endured over and over. No wonder we Fear being
Abandoned, Hurt, Rejected and Mistreated, because it has happened to
All Humanity much more than we have ever known, all done in order to
have control over us and others to be in control.
Moses shares for me to, “Worry Not, and to allow those memories
to be Released Completely. Do Not keep letting those Thoughts go over
and over in your mind or you will call those Painful Experiences back to
you.”
I Feel water flowing over me and I realize I am standing under a
Beautiful Waterfall in the middle of the jungle and the Heavenly Host are
in much Celebration for the Step Forward that this will Provide for

Humanity. I Feel like a young woman again, Free of Pain and Suffering
and Full of Unconditional Love, Peace, and Harmony.
Moses encourages me to go forth this day and play, laugh and be
with my Spouse, and Worry, Not!
“The New Dawn is approaching that will usher in Higher Awareness
in Consciousness for those on Earth. Know that your Vehicle has been
emptied of Lower Vibrational Experiences and that has been Downloaded
into your Crystal Bed in the Back of your Head, then down through your
Body into the Iron Core Crystal Grid of Mother Earth. Go this day in Peace
and Know you are Love the Love of the Divine Creator, and Share That
Love.
“Peace Be With You.” “Your Beloved Moses and the Heavenly Host.”
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